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EDITORIAL 

The most startling thing to come across my desk just prior to finalising this edition 

was plans to bring a 15mph limit to the City of London.   

With all the other loony ideas which have come from the Capital over the past few 

years this shouldn‟t really come as any surprise! 

The reason – “forms part of „radical‟ plans to prioritise pedestrians and cyclists 
travelling in the Square Mile”.  All very commendable, or so you would think.   
 
The problem for me is that whenever I‟m in a 20 zone I get over or under taken by 
cyclists who can do far more than 20mph.  Surely a speed limit should apply to all 
modes of transport or am I being naive? 
 
So, the proposed 15mph will be no problem for them to exceed and whilst, obviously, 
they have no way of telling what speed they‟re doing, this whole thing seems to me 
both one sided and ridiculous.   
 
Cycle lanes are there for a reason but, in the main, I don‟t see them being used when 
pavements and darting in and out of traffic seems to be the preferred option thereby 
putting all parties – pedestrians, drivers/riders and cyclists at risk.  I‟ve seen 
pedestrians knocked over as well as cyclists being knocked off by them being in the 
wrong place at the wrong time.  
 
Don‟t get me wrong, I‟m not a lover of legislation, however, surely there should be 
something in place that, if cycle lanes are provided, using them should be enforced.   
 
As riders we, out of all road users, are probably the most aware on the roads – traffic, 
weather, road conditions etc., - we have to be to stay alive and there seems to be 
complete disregard from the authorities for the humble but extremely capable 
powered two wheel rider. 
 

Well, that‟s me off my soap box ............................ for now anyway .  It probably 

won‟t last long, I can always find something to bleat about. 
 
Ride free, AG 
 
 

[Acknowledgments:- George Legg, Lembit Opik, Colin Brown, Ben Carter, MAG 
Central Office plus anyone else I‟ve forgotten] 

 
Please note any copy for the July edition should reach me:- aine@mag-uk.org by 25th 

June latest.  Subject heading: Network 

 
 

 

 

 

mailto:aine@mag-uk.org
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Campaigns Team – Political Unit from Lembit and Colin 

 

Just weeks after its introduction, the wheels have begun to fall off London Mayor Sadiq 

Khan’s Ultra Low Emissions Zone. Amid enormous uncertainty about who should pay and 

who shouldn’t some people are being fined for bikes already proven to be exempt, while 

others are unable to get their machines tested – or unwilling to pay £175 for the privilege. 

MAG’s Political Unit, Colin Brown and Lembit Öpik, report on what’s going on in London 

and around the country – plus a very positive meeting with the Secretary of State for 

Transport. 

MAG meets Secretary of State for Transport 
 
MAG has met with the Rt Hon Chris Grayling MP, the Secretary of State for Transport. In a 
very productive exchange, we explained the case for including motorcycles as a vital part of 
our UK transport road mix. We also discussed the case for seeing powered two wheelers as 
a way to reduce CO2 emissions and he was very interested in that aspect of our narrative 
too.  
 
We’re putting together some materials for Mr Grayling. We expect to be meeting with his 
team in the next few weeks. This is MAG influencing Government at the very top level, and 
we’re pleased to be building important relationships with positive minded people. There will 
be a full write up of the meeting in the next edition of The Road. 
 
 

ULEZ creates a bad atmosphere in London 

Well, he just had to do it – Mayor Khan has forced a remarkably counterproductive new tax 

on road users. Called the Ultra Low Emissions Zone – ULEZ for short – the claimed 

justification was to clean up London’s ‘dirty’ air. The argument goes that it’s killing people, 

so you’ve got to cough up £12.50 if you take an older machine into town. That includes most 

bikes 15 years old or older.  

As MAG warned before the introduction, this is proving to be desperately random and 

unfair. You can drive a brand new 5,000cc supercar in for free. But it’s twelve and a half quid 

a day for some poor sod on a Honda C90.   

Not surprisingly, the whole process has turned out to be a mess. Those charged aren’t 

necessarily even riding bikes that fail the level of emissions set in the new ULEZ tax regime. 

Those riding the older bikes basically haven’t got a clue if their bikes are exempt – and have 

almost no ability to get their machines tested because the only approved testing station is 

over-booked and charging the high sum of £175 per test!  
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MAG has been very, very patient with Transport for London – TfL. But now our patience has 

run out. We’re taking TfL to the cleaners for this. And we’d like you to help. If you are 

troubled by this tax, can you let us know if: 

1 You get fined. 

2 If you’re willing to make a complaint about the unfairness of the tax. 

3 If you think the process has been wrongly applied – for example you get a fine for an 

exempted motorbike. 

4 If you’re willing to complain about the counterproductive nature of the new tax 

which increases pollution by getting riders to resort to cars.  

We also want volunteers for a ‘side by side’ challenge to the authorities. One will be exempt 

and an identical bike won’t be. We will then use this precedent to run rings round the 

dreadful ineptitude of the TfL team.  

Be clear – we’ve really tried to work with them. But they’ve basically said ‘forget it.’ SO the 

gloves are off and we are 100% committed to making this Khan’s Poll Tax.  

Do tell the Mayor what you think of ULEZ at: 

https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/contacting-city-hall-and-mayor-0/queries-about-

mayor 

Learn if you’re affected by using the vehicle checker at: 

https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-zone/ulez-where-and-when#on-this-

page-1 

If you have a specific issue with how ULEZ is affecting you or errors and mistakes that they 

are making, please make a formal complaint and let us know about any responses you get.  

Details of how to complain are here: 

https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-zone/ulez-complaints 

With your help we can defeat this nonsense. And if they think we’re going to back down, 

they’re in for a very big surprise.  

Coventry gets bullied by Government  

Against its will, the city of Coventry is being pressured by central Government to introduce a 

clean air zone. This is totally against the wishes of local politicians. Despite having accepted 

plans not to introduce charging CAZ’s in other cities such as Nottingham, Coventry have 

been singled out by DEFRA and told they must introduce a class D zone, the harshest variety 

that includes private cars and potentially motorcycles too.  MAG is seeking to work with the 

Council to stop this unreasonable intervention by Government. It could turn out to be a test 

https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/contacting-city-hall-and-mayor-0/queries-about-mayor
https://www.london.gov.uk/about-us/contacting-city-hall-and-mayor-0/queries-about-mayor
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-zone/ulez-where-and-when#on-this-page-1
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-zone/ulez-where-and-when#on-this-page-1
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-zone/ulez-complaints
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case for the country. We’ve got the evidence that these zones don’t really do any good. We 

believe Coventry has got the political will to stand up to the Westminster bullies - who don’t 

seem to care about local democracy any more than they care about the medical facts which 

show ambient air pollution hasn’t been shown to kill a single person in Britain.   

European Elections and the new MEPs 

By the time you read this, the European Elections will have taken place. Amazingly, the 

Prime Minister’s ineffective management of the departure of the United Kingdom from the 

European Union led to elections, which were never supposed to have happened. But they 

did and the Brexit Party made huge progress in winning many seats. Interestingly, their 

leader, Nigel Farage, has supported MAG and also made very supportive noises about riders’ 

rights during the campaign. MAG is not party political, so we work with allies where we find 

them. If Mr Farage can help protect British riders from the European Union’s antics over 

mandatory speed limiters and other Big Brother meddling, then that’s to be welcomed.  

MAG will approach all the parties to understand their position over EU regulations post 

Brexit. The chaos may even help to gain us assurances about what they will do if and when 

the UK ever leaves the European Union.  

Colin Brown knows more about air than the experts  

Following a summit meeting with Doctor Gary Fuller, environmental research professional 

at the School of population Health & Environmental Sciences at King’s College, London, 

Colin got to work in analysing the nuts and bolts of Dr Fuller’s research. To his surprise he 

found a whole load of anomalies, which brought into question the odd claim that 

motorcycles had increased some types of pollution in London. As it turns out, this seems to 

be a WRONG interpretation of the data, which itself is pretty shaky in how it’s been 

collected and assessed. 

‘I have sent a follow up message to Dr Fuller, asking him to explain his methodology and 

conclusions. It’s just possible he’ll be able to clarify everything. However, as things stand, it 

appears we’ve been misrepresented in terms of motorcycling’s impact on pollution. I’ll have 

more on this shortly, but for now we’ve taken the strategic decision not to let bad or 

questionable science go unchallenged. We’re not gunning for anyone in particular. But it’s 

increasingly obvious that the entire air quality agenda is desperately shaky. It’s affecting our 

freedom and it’s got to stop.’ 

BBC blunders  

In a remarkably inept piece of reporting, a BBC ‘environmental’ item on the news showed 

what it called ‘pollution’ using a heat camera. So, it wasn’t pollution, it was heat. On the 

basis of this ridiculous reporting, any cup of tea would be releasing lots of pollution into the 
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air – and pointing the heat camera at the sun would reveal an environmental nightmare 

right there in the sky.  

MAG is now challenging bad news reporting on pollution and the environment whenever we 

see it. Please let us know if you spot some dodgy claims in the media and we’ll take it up to 

make sure we don’t let stupid claims mess up our right to ride.  

 

Driving-simulator training reduces accidents with motorcycles 

Following reports of an Austrian study that proves something fairly intuitive, namely that 

training drivers to look out for motorcycles reduces collisions with motorcycles, Colin 

contacted one of the researchers behind the study.  Whilst this may all seem a waste of 

effort, research of this sort gives genuine evidence based support for tackling the largest 

cause of motorcycle collisions – other road users.  It came as no surprise to learn that the 

researcher was a biker, and equally no surprise that he is struggling to get funding to get 

driving simulation software developed alongside tech for cars that can detect and warn 

drivers of the presence of motorcycles. We are sharing this information with FEMA and 

hope that something will be done to actually improve our safety on the road other than 

simply blaming us. 

MAG PRESS RELEASES 

  

MAG meets Secretary of State for Transport  

 

This version:     2019 05 23                 

 

Chris Grayling, Secretary of State for Transport, met the Motorcycle Action Group to discuss 

transport policy, the environment and the role of motorcycles in reducing emissions.  

 

Mr Grayling and MAG met to discuss his position on transport and the environment; and to 

establish the extent to which he has considered powered two and three wheelers as part of 

the transport solution, especially in urban areas.  

 

His primary environmental focus is CO2 and its impact on climate change. Lembit Öpik, 

MAG‟s Director of Communications & Public Affairs, explains: „MAG has spent much time 

and effort on the environmental agenda and the Minister seemed impressed with this. We 

explored the technical aspects and we agreed to send him further information. We also 

spoke about how motorbikes are part of the micro-mobility option, to encourage travel with 

the smallest feasible vehicles.‟  
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The Minister also understands the need to innovate in the sector. He said: „the British 

motorcycle industry failed to respond to the competitive environment in the 1960s. As a 

consequence, it was side-lined for decades – until it reinvented itself with a good new long-

term strategy. That‟s what seems to be driving the success of Triumph and others now.‟ 

Clearly, he approves of that success and of the vision it took to reinvent British motorcycle 

manufacturing.  

 

MAG believes Mr Grayling will give powered two wheelers their rightful space on Britain‟s 

roads as long as he is presented with the right evidence. This should also lead to a further 

dialogue with his team. There are clear benefits in terms of road space and environmental 

footprint and these could play a key role in the Minister‟s thinking on motorbikes and 

scooters.  

 

„At a time when British politics is generally in flux, it‟s a refreshing change to meet someone 

in power who puts doing the right thing first,‟ adds Lembit. „MAG can do business with him 

and that‟s definitely a very encouraging outcome of this meeting.‟  

 

Contact MAG at 01926 844 064 or central-office@mag-uk.org 

 

Below is a brilliant letter from one of our members, Ben Cater, to his MP.  May be a 

good one to keep as an example/template to refer to for future use should you be 

writing to your own MP!  Ben, obviously included his address, which I have not 

printed here. 

Subject: London's ULEZ (Case Ref: MH42119) 

 
Dear Meg Hillier, 
  
We have exchanged a few emails in the past about the ULEZ and I have been impressed 
with your thoughtful responses. But I feel that things are changing in the way the world, the 
country and indeed London views emissions and I'd like to have a chance to discuss them 
with you, if you have the time at one of your surgery meetings. 
  
I can give you a few of my thoughts below: 
  
I am one of the many people who bought a new, good quality diesel car in late 2007. This 
car is designed to give over 250,000 miles of service and so far has been trouble free for its 
first 90,000 miles and 11 years of use. I won't be able to own this car without punitive 
charges once the ULEZ hits my area in Hackney in 2021 and the likelihood is that it will be 
scrapped when it has done just 40% of its useful life. According to figures I have read, over 
half the emissions related to a car over its lifetime are produced in its manufacture, and the 
other half relate to servicing and petrol / oil to keep it running, so exactly how are we saving 
the planet by scrapping many relatively new vehicles? I looked out of my door this weekend 
and 75% of the vehicles parked within sight of my house will also have to go by 2021. That's 
a lot of cars. 
  
We are being encouraged to change our vehicles for electric / hybrid vehicles but things 
seem to be even worse for them in terms of their up-front pollution footprint. The batteries 

mailto:central-office@mag-uk.org
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use some scandalously high pollution chemicals and minerals (look up Cadmium mining 
among others including lithium and manganese) and the ruinously high CO2 emissions 
created in their extraction. Not to mention the sea / air miles clocked up in their battery 
manufacture before the car has even turned a wheel. Admittedly these cars should be better 
for local emissions once they are built and running - until the battery dies which it will, and no 
one seems to know exactly how that will be dealt with. 
  
One thing which seems to be true is that the ULEZ will improve air quality in London which is 
a good thing for everyone here. However, we have to acknowledge that we are pushing 
much of that pollution out of sight and out of mind. The electricity has to be generated 
somewhere, and although we are about 20 years into our solar / renewable push, we have 
made relatively little progress and we are still highly reliant on electric from fossil fuels. Not 
to mention the battery issue above. And you need to bare in mind that all the new cars that 
will be made are subject to the high up front environmental cost mentioned in my first 
paragraph, so again, the environmental impact is simply shifted from London to elsewhere in 
the UK or the world. 
  
The current ULEZ policy is creating a cliff edge situation where many Londoners will need to 
get rid of their perfectly good cars from 2021. I agree that something needs to be done about 
the air quality in London, but I would ask if the ULEZ needs to be 24 hours a day? Why could 
it not be 8-10am and 2.30 to 6pm to avoid school hours (so the kids have better air for their 
trips to school) or 9am-5pm, or the same hours as the congestion charge, after all these are 
the peak time as and surely the times when pollution in London is at its worst? Why not 
Monday to Friday for the first couple of years?  
 
Are you sure that the air quality in London is poor at midnight or even at 8pm once the 
commuters have gone home? I'm certain that London's air quality if generally fine through 
the evening and the night, and mostly on the weekends. Shorter hours for the ULEZ would 
have the effect of creating a less severe cliff edge and would enable families who use their 
vehicles at "off peak" times to retain their existing vehicles which is again good for everyone. 
Less new cars need to be made; less 10 year old cars need to be scrapped. This would also 
help owners of cherished or classic vehicles such as the ones I have written to you about in 
the past, such as my 1989 Lotus M100 (which only does about 1500 miles a year), or my 
2003 Vespa 125cc scooter (which does 70mpg but is still classed as a polluting vehicle by 
TFL, and about which I have also written to you since it doesn't sit in traffic jams emitting 
fumes). Just how much pollution do these low annual mileage, cherished historic vehicles 
produce as a percentage of London's total car based pollution - less than 0.1% I'd guess. 
  
Please don't under-estimate the importance of this subject - where London leads, other cities 
in both the UK and through Europe will surely follow. We need to have thought this through 
properly and not just pay lip service to "jump on the environmental bandwagon". Please 
don't misunderstand me - I totally agree with cutting down on emissions, and global pollution 
and the ongoing ravaging of the planet's resources - I just feel we should get it right and not 
have a badly thought through knee-jerk reaction. 
  
I usually cycle and that surely has to be the option that people should be encouraged to use 
if possible. But failing that, surely a scooter or small capacity motorbike is better than even 
an electric car - no traffic jams or time spent stationary in queues, less parking issues, less 
metal and initial impact from manufacture... but although there are some great lobby groups 
(such as the Motorcycle Action Group), most new transport policy is created which all but 
ignores this option for London (and nationwide). 
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I wonder if a solution would be to encourage bit car manufacturers to create a kit to retro-
convert recent examples of their cars to electric power, so that at least the car itself doesn't 
need to be scrapped? Anyway, I digress... 
  
So my main point is that the ULEZ seems badly thought through and to introduce it across 
such a huge area and to operate it 24 hours a day, 7 days a week seems  to be creating a 
massive problem that will hit many people (voters!) quite hard in the very near future. I would 
ask that at the very least some kind of soft introduction of the scheme would be a better 
option. I'd be glad to discuss this in more detail with you if you have the time. 
  
Best wishes 

Ben Cater 

 

 

FEMA  

Swedish Motorcyclists Meet The Minister Of Infrastructure 

Swedish motorcyclists‟ association SMC (member of FEMA) was recently invited to a 

meeting with infrastructure minister Tomas Eneroth. 

It was the first meeting after the formation of a new government and the purpose was to 

follow up problems SMC discussed with the Swedish government earlier. On the agenda: 

relations with the Swedish Transport Administration, safer roads, driving license training, 

continuous education, international issues and other issues. Minister Tomas Eneroth has 

previously ridden a motorcycle and is well aware of our reality. SMC was asked to submit 

proposals for content in the motorcycle section of the global road safety conference that 

Sweden organizes in February 2020. 

For obvious reasons, the meeting with the minister was largely about traffic safety. On that 

same day the Swedish Transport Administration arranged its annual conference on road 

safety performance and presented the gloomy accident statistics for 2018. Last year was a 

really bad year, with 47 persons killed on a motorcycle in Sweden. Out of these, 17 didn‟t 

have a valid A license. 

„In order for Swedish roads to be safer, over € 92 million will be invested in more 
median barriers. No means are earmarked for safer guard rails for motorcyclists; they 
were not even mentioned.‟ 

When it comes to improving motorcycle safety, the Swedish authorities seem to want to 

focus on stricter rules (and compliance to these rules) for riders. It is about motorcyclists 

having a driving license, riding sober and drug-free, using helmets, not driving on the rear 

https://www.svmc.se/
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wheel and keeping to the speed limits. This policy does not exist for any other group of road 

users, which to SMC sounds strange. In Sweden, driving without a valid license for example, 

is a problem among all drivers of motorized vehicle. 

Jesper Christensen (SMC‟s General Secretary), 

Minister Tomas Eneroth and Maria Nordqvist (SMC‟s Political Secretary). 

For the roads to be safer, over € 92 million will be invested in more median barriers. No 

means are earmarked for safer guard rails for motorcyclists; they were not even mentioned. 

On the contrary, it was suggested that centre rails be installed in curves on smaller roads, 

which would be a disaster for riders. It is on these kinds of roads that seven out of ten single 

fatal accidents happen. According to SMC, setting up the centre rails will increase the 

number of killed and seriously injured motorcyclists. 

As another road safety measure, the Swedish government wants to lower speed limits. The 

speed in urban areas should be lowered to 40 km/h. The speed on all roads without central 

separation should be lowered to 80 km/h. More speed cameras should be set up and the 

police should check the speed limits more. 

Top photo: Gustav Mårtensson, SMC. 

  

Cypriot Motorcyclists In Top Meeting With Transport Minister ( May 7, 

2019) 
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This week FEMA member CMRC, the Cyprus Motorcycle Rights Club, met with the Minister 

of Transport, Communications and Works, Mrs. Vasiliki Anastasiadou. 

Transport minister Vasiliki Anastasiadou and CMRC 

president Marios Constantinides. 

The meeting was attended by administrative officials of the Ministry such as the Director of 

the Ministry, together with the Road Transport Department and the Public Works 

Department. 

CMRC President Marios Constantinides presented all the problems Cypriot riders are facing 

on the road, such as dangerous metal pegs on the sidewalks and the insufficient number of 

motorcyclist-friendly crash barriers. 

CMRC also proposed changes in some laws and regulations that will help the safety of the 

motorcyclists. Subjects that were discussed with the minister were the rules for motorcycle 

driving tests, smaller number plates for motorcycles, the different alcohol limit for car drivers 

and motorcyclists, the motorcycle roadworthiness test, road safety seminars from a very 

young age, et cetera. 
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The meeting was constructive and the response from all the officials was very positive. Over 

the years, CMRC has built a good relationship with the ministry and is thankful for the 

continued cooperation and help. CMRC President Marios Constantinides assured that 

CMRC will always be willing to help the Ministry in solving various problems regarding 

motorcycles. 

The Minister has named CMRC as the ministry‟s partner and together they will cooperate to 

create a safer road network for motorcyclists. 

 

 

We can all help to reduce motorcycle casualties 
Posted on May 13th, 2019 by GEM Motoring Assist 
 
GEM Motoring Assist is keen to reduce motorcycle casualties during the current peak riding 
season. Central to this, according to GEM, should be a focus for riders on boosting their skill 
and knowing your limits. At the same time GEM is urging other road users to improve their 
observation in an attempt to reduce the number of motorcycle collisions. 
 
There were 347 motorcycle fatalities in 20171 (the latest available statistics), a nine per cent 
increase on the previous year. Bearing in mind that motorcyclists make up less than three 
per cent of vehicles on the UK‟s roads, the disproportionately high figure shows how risky 
motorcycling can be.  
 
GEM road safety officer Neil Worth said: “There‟s a lot of satisfaction to be gained from 
riding a motorcycle with skill and precision. But if you‟re riding at speed, there is no margin 
for error if you – or another road user near you – gets something wrong.  
 
“That‟s why we‟re not only encouraging riders to give themselves a „skills MOT‟ during the 
early part of this season, we‟re also urging drivers and pedestrians to make a special point of 
looking out for motorcyclists, especially at junctions. After all, it‟s here around 30 riders are 
killed or injured every day.   
 
Follow GEM‟s five simple „lifesaver‟ safety tips and reduce the risk of being involved in a 
collision: 

 If you‟ve had your bike in the garage for the winter, use the start of the riding season 
to invest in a refresher day with a training professional. Search online for motorcycle 
training days or consult your local club or advanced motorcyclists‟ group. 

 Make sure you take time to warm up, especially if you are not a regular rider and not 
„bike fit‟. 

 Ensure self-preservation is your priority. The predominant cause of motorcycle 
crashes is the failure of car drivers to detect and recognise motorcycles in traffic. So 
wear high visibility clothing on all journeys, and ride in a way that gives others a 
better chance of seeing you. 

 Don‟t ride beyond your comfort zone, especially if you‟re riding in a group. If your 
friends are cornering too quickly for you, let them go and join them at the next 
junction. 

 Try not to dwell on your errors as go along. Plan 10 to 15 seconds ahead, anticipate 
the next hazards. When you stop for a break, reflect on anything that didn‟t go to 

http://www.mcw.gov.cy/mcw/mcw.nsf/mcw05_en/mcw05_en?OpenDocument
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plan, ask what you have learnt and how you can reduce the chance of the same 
thing happening again. 

 
Finally, GEM is asking all road users to keep a good look-out for motorcyclists. “The roads 
are there for us all to use, so do get into the habit of expecting to see motorcycles on a 
journey,” added Neil Worth. “It may seem an easy and obvious step, but it has significant 
potential in terms of helping to reduce motorcyclist injuries. 
Follow GEM on Twitter @MotoringAssist for the latest industry news: 
https://blog.motoringassist.com/news/we-can-all-help-to-reduce-motorcycle-casualties/ 

 

Pothole figures suggest „slight improvement‟ in UK roads 
 

The RAC says extra funding for councils to carry out highway maintenance, alongside a mild 
winter, has led to an improvement in the quality of UK roads. 
 
Figures published by the breakdown organisation on 10 May show that its patrols attended 
3,276 pothole-related breakdowns in Q1 of 2019 – a year-on-year fall of 41% (5,540 in Q1 
2018): https://media.rac.co.uk/pressreleases/rac-patrols-dealt-with-fewer-pothole-related-
breakdowns-in-first-quarter-of-2019-than-in-the-same-period-last-year-2871634 
 
The Q1 2019 figure represents 1.5% of the 211,485 breakdowns attended, lower than the 
first quarters of 2018 (2.3%) and 2017 (2.7%) – and the same as Q1 2016 (1.5%). 
 
Meanwhile, the RAC‟s Pothole Index – based on a quarterly rolling analysis of pothole-
related breakdowns – also suggests the health of UK roads is on the rise. 
 
The index, which began at a base of 1.00 in 2006 when the RAC started recording data, now 
stands at 2.3 – meaning motorists are nearly two and a half times more likely to suffer a 
pothole breakdown than they were 12 years ago. 
 
However, the Q1 figure is lower than Q4 2018 – when it stood at 2.5. It is also the lowest 
index score since Q2 2017 when drivers were 2.2 times more likely to encounter a pothole. 
 
The RAC believes mild winter weather across much of the UK – alongside extra funding for 
councils – has prevented further deterioration of road surfaces. 
 
Simon Williams, RAC breakdown spokesperson, said: “Our data gathered from our patrols‟ 
work at the roadside encouragingly shows there has been a slight improvement in the quality 
of road surfaces around the country as fewer vehicles have been stricken by broken shock 
absorbers, suspension springs and distorted wheels. 
 
“This will almost certainly be in part due to the mild winter weather that has helped to prevent 
road surfaces that were already damaged breaking down further. 
 
“Our findings seem to correlate with data from the Annual Local Authority Road Maintenance 
(ALARM) survey which shows that for the second consecutive year, local authorities‟ 
highway maintenance budgets have increased by almost 20%. 
 
“But while more local authority highway maintenance funding seems to be making a positive 
difference there is still a long way to go before their roads are brought back to a truly fit-for-
purpose state.” 

 

https://blog.motoringassist.com/news/we-can-all-help-to-reduce-motorcycle-casualties/
https://media.rac.co.uk/pressreleases/rac-patrols-dealt-with-fewer-pothole-related-breakdowns-in-first-quarter-of-2019-than-in-the-same-period-last-year-2871634
https://media.rac.co.uk/pressreleases/rac-patrols-dealt-with-fewer-pothole-related-breakdowns-in-first-quarter-of-2019-than-in-the-same-period-last-year-2871634
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Funding boost for active travel in Wales 
  
The Welsh Government has announced more than £30m of road safety funding – with a 
heavy focus on active travel. 
 
Announced on 9 May, £12.7m has been allocated to „ambitious‟ active travel schemes that 
have the potential to transform walking and cycling in their area: https://gov.wales/welsh-
government-announce-30m-active-travel-road-safety-and-safe-routes 
 
A further £6.3m is going to local authorities for minor improvement schemes on active travel 
routes – while the Safe Routes in Communities project will benefit from £5m to widen 
footways, improve pedestrian access and create new crossing points. 
 
There is also funding for training, with £650k allocated for National Standards Cycle Training 
and £850k for a variety of pedestrian safety schemes. 
 
Lee Waters, the Welsh Government‟s deputy minister, said: “Projects such as cycle training 
are invaluable if we are to encourage the next generation to see active travel as the natural 
choice for local journeys. 
 
“The money awarded to capital projects will go to improve the infrastructure, which will make 
it possible for active travel to be safer for cyclists, pedestrians and motorists alike.” 
 
Wales „catching up with Scotland‟ 
SustransCymru has welcomed the increase in active travel funding, having previously 
warned that Wales was under investing in walking and cycling: 
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/news/wales-catching-scotland-sustrans-welcomes-further-
funding-boost-green-transport 
 
Steve Brooks, director of SustransCymru, said: “Wales‟ over reliance on the car is damaging 
our health, harming our environment and hurting our economy.   
 
“Sustrans is delighted to see further investment which will fix pavements, make crossings 
safer and build new cycle paths separated from traffic. 
 
“Whilst money is important, it‟s not the only answer. We need to ensure that this additional 

investment is spent wisely. We know that when councils cut corners and roll out quick fixes, 

it‟s pedestrians and cyclists who suffer. 

City of London pushes for UK‟s first 15mph speed limit 
   
The City of London Corporation is set to introduce the UK‟s first 15mph speed limit, subject 
to Government approval. 
  
The 15mph limit – which could come into effect as soon as 2021 – forms part of „radical‟ 
plans to prioritise pedestrians and cyclists travelling in the Square Mile. 
 
The Corporation‟s new transport strategy is influenced by research showing 90% of all 
journeys made in the City of London were partially or entirely walked: 
https://news.cityoflondon.gov.uk/city-of-london-is-set-to-become-the-uks-first-15mph-region/ 
 

https://gov.wales/welsh-government-announce-30m-active-travel-road-safety-and-safe-routes
https://gov.wales/welsh-government-announce-30m-active-travel-road-safety-and-safe-routes
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/news/wales-catching-scotland-sustrans-welcomes-further-funding-boost-green-transport
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/news/wales-catching-scotland-sustrans-welcomes-further-funding-boost-green-transport
https://news.cityoflondon.gov.uk/city-of-london-is-set-to-become-the-uks-first-15mph-region/
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Alongside lowering existing 20mph limits, the strategy proposes the UK‟s first „large-scale‟ 
Zero Emission Zone – with details of a new cycling network and improved cycle hire 
facilities. 
 
City of London says the strategy has been developed to help change working, living and 
commuting habits – with the aim of halving motor traffic by 2044. 
 
Alastair Moss, chair of the planning and transportation committee at the City of London 
Corporation, said: “The City of London is one of the most well-connected parts of the UK, 
with 15 Tube stations, seven Tube lines, eight mainline stations, multiple bus routes and a 
fast-evolving bicycle network. 
 
“We are working tirelessly to support the 513,000 workers that commute to the Square Mile 
every day, and to deliver the forward-thinking city that Londoners want to see. 
 
“These radical plans will ensure the continued success of not just the City, but wider London 
and the UK as a leading global business and cultural destination.” 
 
Work to implement changes outlined in the City of London‟s transport strategy will start later 
this year, with the 15mph speed limit becoming operation by 2021/22 – subject to approval 
by the DfT. 
 
Short-term measures have already begun, including a trial of the Lunchtime Streets 
programme – which uses timed and temporary street closures to make the streets more 
attractive places to walk and cycle. 

 
 

All change at the DfT as new road safety minister arrives 

 
Jesse Norman has left the DfT to take up a post at the Treasury, with the newly-arrived 
Michael Ellis picking up the road safety portfolio. 
 
Mr Norman joined the DfT following the General Election in June 2017, to take over a 
portfolio which included road safety and cycling and walking policy: 
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/andrew-jones-leaves-dft-as-jesse-norman-arrives-5819/ 
 
In January 2018, he also assumed responsibility for electric and autonomous vehicles, as 
well as Highways England, as a result of a cabinet reshuffle. 
 
During nearly two years in post, Mr Norman was generally well liked and respected by the 
road safety community for the priority he placed on the roads sector. 
 
Among the highlights of his time in office was the unveiling of a two-year action plan to 
improve the safety of vulnerable road users in November 2018 – which featured 50 
measures designed to combat road rage and increase levels of walking and cycling: 
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/government-unveils-bold-new-road-safety-measures/ 
 
A new Highway Code was launched in October 2018 – while Mr Norman also oversaw the 
publication of the long-awaited DfT report into the effectiveness of 20mph speed limits in 
November 2018: http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/dft-publishes-20mph-limit-research/ 
 
Posting on Twitter, Mr Norman said he was „really sad‟ to be leaving the DfT for his new role 
– financial secretary to the treasury – praising the efforts of those involved in road safety. 

http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/andrew-jones-leaves-dft-as-jesse-norman-arrives-5819/
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/government-unveils-bold-new-road-safety-measures/
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/dft-publishes-20mph-limit-research/
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The new road safety minister 
A replacement for Mr Norman has already been appointed, with Michael Ellis assuming 
responsibility for road safety, cycling and walking, electric and autonomous vehicles and 
Highways England: https://www.gov.uk/government/people/michael-ellis 
 
Mr Ellis, MP for Northampton North, joins the DfT from the Department for Digital, Culture, 
Media and Sport – where he served as arts minister from January 2018 to May 2019. 
 
He was also Deputy Leader of the House of Commons from July 2016 to January 2018. 
 
Mr Ellis says it is a „huge honour‟ to join the DfT. 

 

Your help needed with survey: can we trust the driverless car? 
TISPOL: Published 18/05/2019 
  
Do you have a few moments to assist with a survey created by psychologist Dr Miriam 
Scala? Dr Scala is based at the University of Naples 
 
DRIVERLESS CARS: DO WE TRUST THEM? 
 
During the last decades road collisions have become one of the leading death causes, 
especially for youths. Technology is working on it and is providing solutions to reduce risks 
and consequences. Driverless cars could be a decisive factor in reducing road accidents in 
the future.  
 
 The proposed research will look to answer the following questions: 
 
Do people trust driverless cars? 
 
It is possible to search and find the answer to this question on the present psychological 
literature joint with technological researches and evidences. 
 
Do police officers trust driverless cars for police activities? 
 
This second question is the specific aim of the present research and is focused on the trust 
of Police Officers on driverless car at all, and specifically if used for Police activity. 
 
Do people trust driverless cars for police enforcement? 
 
There is now a third question ready for the near future, if and when police forces start to 
adopt driverless car for duty activity. The question is about the trust of people on this new 
vehicles and possible implications for safety and security. 
 
The aim of the research is to discover and define if there is an effective trust and to study 
possible implications and points of criticisms. 
 
Please complete the survey now at: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScx1voMGm0wXl9Z66Fq01oPHQD1j5FT7G3tL
mshVJxUQl5mlg/viewform 

 
 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/people/michael-ellis
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScx1voMGm0wXl9Z66Fq01oPHQD1j5FT7G3tLmshVJxUQl5mlg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScx1voMGm0wXl9Z66Fq01oPHQD1j5FT7G3tLmshVJxUQl5mlg/viewform
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Traffic cameras to enforce „red X‟ offences on smart motorways 
   
 
Drivers who ignore „red X‟ signs on smart motorways could be automatically handed a £100 
fine and three penalty points under new legislation coming into force next month. 
 
First introduced in 2014, smart motorways use variable speed limits to manage traffic and 
tackle stop-start congestion. 
 
The hard shoulder is turned into an „active lane‟, with gantry signs displaying a red X 
indicating if a lane is closed – usually as a result of a vehicle breakdown or in the event of a 
collision. 
 
At present, motorists who drive in closed lanes on smart motorways are only fined if they are 
caught by an officer at the time of the offence. 
 
However, it is being widely reported that as of 10 June, police forces will be able to use 
traffic cameras to enforce the offence – under new Home Office legislation: 
https://www.itv.com/news/2019-05-16/100-fine-for-drivers-who-ignore-smart-motorway-lane-
closures/ 
 
Statistics from Highways England show more than 180,000 warning letters have been issued 
to drivers who have ignored red X signs since the beginning of 2017. 
 
Analysis of two sections of all-lane running on the M25 – published by Highways England in 
August 2018 – suggests that up to 20% of drivers are ignoring „red X‟ signs on smart 
motorways: http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/smart-motorways-up-to-one-in-five-ignoring-red-
x-signs/ 

 

Wales backs default 20mph limit for all residential areas 
RAC: 10th May 2019  
 
A blanket 20mph speed limit could be applied to all residential roads in Wales – even though 
data suggests the measure may prove fruitless. 
 
The Welsh government remains keen to slash limits from 30mph to 20mph, in spite of a 
Department for Transport (DfT) report which claims objectives like air quality improvement 
and accident reduction would likely not be hit. 
 
But following recent trials in Cardiff and Swansea, First Minister Mark Drakeford says there 
is plenty of evidence to support the move, providing “significant” public health benefits for the 
country. 
 
Mr Drakeford, the Welsh Labour leader, pointed out that “hundreds of millions of pounds” 
have been provided across the Assembly term for small area 20mph zones. 
 
But the DfT‟s end of year report in 2018 found that 20mph zones in England failed to 
improve road safety, reduce air pollution or increase the uptake of walking or cycling over a 
four-year period. 
 
It also found average speeds fell by just 0.7mph across 20mph zones in residential areas. 
 

https://www.itv.com/news/2019-05-16/100-fine-for-drivers-who-ignore-smart-motorway-lane-closures/
https://www.itv.com/news/2019-05-16/100-fine-for-drivers-who-ignore-smart-motorway-lane-closures/
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/smart-motorways-up-to-one-in-five-ignoring-red-x-signs/
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/smart-motorways-up-to-one-in-five-ignoring-red-x-signs/
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Furthermore, drivers were found to routinely break the 20mph limits on residential roads, 
with over a third also ignoring them in city centres. This was mainly due to a lack of 
enforcement of the limits, the report claimed.  
 
Trials of 20mph zones have been in place in Cardiff for years, with reduced speed limits 
currently being reviewed in Riverside, Canton, Grangetown and Gabalfa. 
 

 20mph zones failing to sufficiently cut accidents: 
https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/news/motoring-news/20mph-zones-failing-to-sufficiently-
cut-accidents/ 

 Speed limits in the UK: know the laws: 
https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/advice/legal/speed-limits/ 

 
Campaign groups like 20's Plenty for Us have voiced their support for the Welsh initiative, 
claiming a person is seven times less likely to die if hit at 20mph than 30mph – or 10 times if 
they‟re over the age of 60. 
 
The group said: “The introduction of 20mph limits in built-up areas has a small but significant 
impact on vehicle speeds and casualty numbers – and when used in combination with other 
initiatives such as road design, enforcement, new technology and programmes of behaviour 
change, has the capacity to reduce maximum vehicle speeds towards the 20mph target and 
thus make major inroads into casualty levels.” 
 
A report by Public Health Wales in 2016 also claimed there would be significant public health 
benefits from dropping the limit from 30mph in built-up areas. 
 
Copyright Press Association 2019. Motoring News articles do not reflect the RAC's views 
unless clearly stated. 

 
 

Two-wheel riders focus of new campaign 
   
Efforts to improve the safety of cyclists and motorcyclists are being stepped up over the next 
two weeks, as part of a national two-wheel campaign. 
 
Co-ordinated by the National Police Chiefs‟ Council (NPCC), the campaign gets underway 
today (20 May) and runs until 2 June – covering the spring bank holiday weekend, a 
traditionally busier time on the roads. 
 
The campaign aims to improve driver behaviour, with police forces across the UK placing an 
additional focus on enforcing road traffic regulations. 
 
Police-led operations will also look to educate drivers on how to safely pass cyclists – while 
explaining to riders the dangers of not having the correct skills, knowledge and personal 
protective equipment. 
 
One of the forces involved, West Mercia Police, is urging all motorists to „share the road 
responsibly‟: https://www.westmercia.police.uk/article/60389/Police-urge-motorists-to-stay-
safe-on-two-wheels 
 
Superintendent Melanie Crowther, West Mercia Police, said: “Supporting this national 
campaign with local activities and increased enforcement is an important way of raising road 
safety issues amongst cyclists, motorcyclists and other road users. 

https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/news/motoring-news/20mph-zones-failing-to-sufficiently-cut-accidents/
https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/news/motoring-news/20mph-zones-failing-to-sufficiently-cut-accidents/
https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/advice/legal/speed-limits/
https://www.westmercia.police.uk/article/60389/Police-urge-motorists-to-stay-safe-on-two-wheels
https://www.westmercia.police.uk/article/60389/Police-urge-motorists-to-stay-safe-on-two-wheels
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“Unfortunately cyclists and motorcyclists are over-represented within our road collision 
statistics and we want to ensure we are doing all we can with both education and 
enforcement to keep these two groups safer. 
 
“This not only means specific activity with these two groups but with all other motorists on 
the role they can play to keep our vulnerable road users safer.” 
 
Meanwhile in Cleveland and Durham, officers will be carrying out „close pass‟ operations – 
educating drivers on the need to leave 1.5m when overtaking cyclists: 
https://www.durham.police.uk/news-and-events/Pages/News%20Articles/Two-wheel-
campaign-launched-across-Cleveland-and-Durham.aspx 
 
Officers are also running BikeSafe skills workshops, which offer an observed ride with a 
police graded motorcyclist or approved BikeSafe observer. 
 
Inspector Jon Curtis, from the Cleveland and Durham Specialist Operations Unit, said: “It is 
the responsibility of all road users to be considerate and drive or ride as safely as possible in 
order to reduce the number of serious and fatal collisions on our roads. 
 
“Raising awareness of the issues that some two-wheel riders face can help us reduce the 
risk to them and the risk to other road users. 
 
“Motorcyclists and pedal cyclists are some of the most vulnerable on our roads, it is our 
intention to help educate and raise awareness in order to try to avoid as many tragedies as 
possible.” 

 
System a „game changer‟ for identifying speeding drivers 
 
A new community-led system for monitoring and managing road traffic speeds is being made 
available across the UK. 
 
Designed to complement traditional Community Speedwatch schemes, AutoSpeedWatch 
automatically identifies speeding vehicles – although the system does not issue fines or 
directly penalise a speeding motorist: https://store.autospeedwatch.org/ 
 
The technology can distinguish between vehicles that are driven persistently or particularly 
fast, and instances where the driver has „made an occasional mistake‟. 
 
Tim Gibbs, founder of AutoSpeedWatch says with that information, police forces can deploy 
limited police resources in a „far more efficient‟ way. 
 
AutoSpeedWatch was recently involved in a week-long trial by Avon and Somerset Police, 
with 800 vehicles caught speeding on a 30mph road outside a First School. 
 
Several drivers were recorded speeding on four or more occasions – with the technology 
revealing their typical driving times. 
 
Tim Gibbs, founder of AutoSpeedWatch, said: “AutoSpeedWatch is a game changer 
because it means that communities can help the police identify the worst and most 
persistent speeders automatically and objectively.    
 

https://www.durham.police.uk/news-and-events/Pages/News%20Articles/Two-wheel-campaign-launched-across-Cleveland-and-Durham.aspx
https://www.durham.police.uk/news-and-events/Pages/News%20Articles/Two-wheel-campaign-launched-across-Cleveland-and-Durham.aspx
https://store.autospeedwatch.org/
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“Police forces can see the same vehicle speeding through each location and can prioritise 
their resources towards the worst and habitual speeders, rather than annoy those morally-
aware drivers that have made a simple mistake.   
 
“In many ways it mimics the traditional roadside Community Speedwatch schemes but 
without the safety or abuse risks of being roadside.   
 
“Frankly, traditional Community Speedwatch schemes can suffer because it‟s difficult to get 
volunteers to put up with the dangers, especially in all types of weather.” 

 

Sites you may wish to visit 

The Scotsman: Cars as new as five years old could be banned in Edinburgh  

https://www.scotsman.com/news/transport/cars-as-new-as-five-years-old-could-be-banned-

in-edinburgh-1-

4921317/amp?fbclid=IwAR0fh3GDG2hmrRUD714MHsdfZtmEyxRaHgeVAczhy7tGRP33b1l

Qek2yiWo 

RSGB: Survey seeks to understand „dynamics of motorcycle crashes‟ 

http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/survey-seeks-to-understand-dynamics-of-motorcycle-

crashes/ 

RAC: Careless turning could indicate a £5,000 fine for drivers  

https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/news/motoring-news/careless-turning-could-indicate-a-5000-fine/ 

Press release: Motorists urged: Be deer aware  

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/motorists-urged-be-deer-aware 

Guidance: Motorcycles that can be used for motorcycle riding tests (Last updated 15 May 

2019)  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/list-of-motorcycles-that-can-be-used-for-riding-

tests  

 

Scotland-News: Wheels in motion for further e-bike support  

https://www.gov.scot/news/wheels-in-motion-for-further-e-bike-support/ 

LGA: Rogue used tyre sellers putting lives at risk, warn councils  

https://www.local.gov.uk/about/news/rogue-used-tyre-sellers-putting-lives-risk-warn-councils 

Silvertown Tunnel: https://tfl.gov.uk/travel-information/improvements-and-projects/silvertown-

tunnel. To see our press release please visit: https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/media/press-

releases/2019/may/riverlinx-consortium-preferred-bidder-for-silvertown-tunnel. 

 

 

 

https://www.scotsman.com/news/transport/cars-as-new-as-five-years-old-could-be-banned-in-edinburgh-1-4921317/amp?fbclid=IwAR0fh3GDG2hmrRUD714MHsdfZtmEyxRaHgeVAczhy7tGRP33b1lQek2yiWo
https://www.scotsman.com/news/transport/cars-as-new-as-five-years-old-could-be-banned-in-edinburgh-1-4921317/amp?fbclid=IwAR0fh3GDG2hmrRUD714MHsdfZtmEyxRaHgeVAczhy7tGRP33b1lQek2yiWo
https://www.scotsman.com/news/transport/cars-as-new-as-five-years-old-could-be-banned-in-edinburgh-1-4921317/amp?fbclid=IwAR0fh3GDG2hmrRUD714MHsdfZtmEyxRaHgeVAczhy7tGRP33b1lQek2yiWo
https://www.scotsman.com/news/transport/cars-as-new-as-five-years-old-could-be-banned-in-edinburgh-1-4921317/amp?fbclid=IwAR0fh3GDG2hmrRUD714MHsdfZtmEyxRaHgeVAczhy7tGRP33b1lQek2yiWo
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/survey-seeks-to-understand-dynamics-of-motorcycle-crashes/
http://roadsafetygb.org.uk/news/survey-seeks-to-understand-dynamics-of-motorcycle-crashes/
https://www.rac.co.uk/drive/news/motoring-news/careless-turning-could-indicate-a-5000-fine/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/motorists-urged-be-deer-aware
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/list-of-motorcycles-that-can-be-used-for-riding-tests
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/list-of-motorcycles-that-can-be-used-for-riding-tests
https://www.gov.scot/news/wheels-in-motion-for-further-e-bike-support/
https://www.local.gov.uk/about/news/rogue-used-tyre-sellers-putting-lives-risk-warn-councils
https://tfl.gov.uk/travel-information/improvements-and-projects/silvertown-tunnel
https://tfl.gov.uk/travel-information/improvements-and-projects/silvertown-tunnel
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/media/press-releases/2019/may/riverlinx-consortium-preferred-bidder-for-silvertown-tunnel
https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/media/press-releases/2019/may/riverlinx-consortium-preferred-bidder-for-silvertown-tunnel
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MAG Central Office:  

MAG, Unit C13, Holly Farm business Park, Honiley, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 1NP 

Tel: 01926 844 064  Fax: 01926 844 065  Email: central-office@mag-uk.org 

Executive Officer  Julie Sperling exec@mag-uk.org 

Membership Administrator Carol Ferrari membership@mag-uk.org 

Director of Communications & 

Public Affairs 
LembitȪpik public-affairs@mag-uk.org 

Director of Campaigns & 

Political Engagement 
Colin Brown campaigns@mag-uk.org 

NATIONAL OFFICERS 

National Chairman Selina Lavender chair@mag-uk.org 

National Vice-Chairman Andy Carrott vice-chair@mag-uk.org 

National Finance Officer Position Vacant finance-officer@mag-uk.org 

Network Co-Ordinator Anne Gale aine@mag-uk.org 

President/The ROAD Editor Ian Mutch theroad@mag-uk.org 

National Reps Liaison Officer Tracey Smith nrlo@mag-uk.org 

National Clubs Liaison Officer Position Vacant clubs-officer@mag-uk.org 

Events (Shows and Stands) Position Vacant events@mag-uk.org 

Director TMAGL Jane Carrott central-office@mag-uk.org 

Director TMAGL Tony Cox central-office@mag-uk.org 

Director TMAGL Andy Carrott central-office@mag-uk.org 

Director TMAGL Steve Wykes central-office@mag-uk.org 

Director TMAGL Ian Churchlow central-office@mag-uk.org 

Director TMAGL Selina Lavender central-office@mag-uk.org 

Director TMAGL Position Vacant central-office@mag-uk.org 

REGIONAL REPS 

British Independent Islands Position Vacant 
british-independent-islands-region-

rep@mag-uk.org 

Cumbria Michael Armstrong cumbria-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

East Anglia Position Vacant east-anglia-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Eastern Position Vacant eastern-region@mag-uk.org 

East Midlands Position Vacant east-midlands-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Greater London Tim Fawthrop greater-london-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Herts & Essex Position Vacant herts-essex-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Lincolnshire Alex Bridgwood lincolnshire-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

North East Dave Wigham north-east-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Northern Ireland Martyn Boyd northern-ireland-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

North Wales Bill Hughes north-wales-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

North West Tony Cox north-west-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Scotland Steve Wykes scotland-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

South East Steve Mallett south-east-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Southern Tim Peregrine southern-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

South Wales Phil McFadden  south-wales-region-rep@mag-uk.org 
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South West Paul Carter  

pfc-2011@hotmail.co.uk 

south-west-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Thames Valley  thames-valley-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Western George Legg western-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

West Midlands Graham Wells west-midlands-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

Yorkshire Richard „Manny‟ Manton yorkshire-region-rep@mag-uk.org 

OTHER CONTACTS 

MAP Ltd: Yorkshire region 

event organiser 
Pete Walker maphq@maphq.karoo.co.uk 

Official MAG merchandise Carol Ferrari central-office@mag-uk.org 

The MAG Foundation – 

Trustee contact 
Rory Wilson info@mag-foundation.org 
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